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ABSTRACT 

The SLAC Linear Collider {SLC) is the prototype r*e~ linear collider. This 
talk will consist of an introduction to SLC, a description of the strategy for 
luminosity, a description of the systems for the transport and measurement 
of the polarized electrons.1' and a description of the present performance of 
trie SLC and planned upgrades. The detector, SLD. and the status of the 
polarization fLiviumetry measurement ALR will be described. 

1. SLC 
A simplified schematic of SLC is shown in Figure 1. A cycle begins with two 

bunches off" and two bunches of e~ being "cooled" by synchrotron radiation damp
ing in their respective damping rings. After 1/120 s. one bunch of e + and both bunches 
of e" are kicked from the rings and transported to the linac. The e + and the leading 
bunch of e~ are accelerated to about J6.6" GeV. At the head of the linac. the bunches 
are split by a dipole and transported through the SLC arcs toward the Collider Ex
perimental Hall. The bunches are focused in an extensive optical system to transverse 
sizes of order 1 /im at the interaction point (IP). The beams continue past the IP and 
an- kirked into ejection transport lines and led to beam dumps. 

•Work supported I>y Department oF Energy contract DE-AC03 76SF00515 
'The F'ohirized Elect run Smirre will be described by C. Pnsrott. elsewhere in these proceedings. 
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Meanwhile, the trailing *•" bunch was kicked oul of the linac al approximately 
the 2/3 point and transported to an c 4 production target. Tfie t-'* are collected. 
acceierated (o 200 M«V, and transported back f.o l i e beginning of the Jjnac. Here 
the}- are joined by two bunches of electrons from the Polarizer] Electron Source (PES) 
and accelerated to 1.2 GeV. where they are deflected into the appropriate iranapori 
lines and stored in their damping rings, tims beginning the cycle anew. 

The luminosity L of a linear collider is 

A , T and ;V~ are the number of e* and v~ in each of the colliding bunches and /,. is the 
repetition frequency of 1he machine. 120 Hz for SLC. The denominator is essentiaJly 
the spot size, here expressed as the square root of the products of the horizontal and 
vertical beta functions at the IP, multiplied by the eniittance of ibe bunch. H& is the 
disruption parameter describing a luminosity enhancement resulting from additional 
focusing of one beam in the electro magnetic field of the ot her. Hp is close to 1 for the 
present parameters of SLC. but should bet-onif import anl in the near future. Finally, 
Tj is an efficiency factor relating average luminosity o\'er some macroscopic interval 
{days to weeks) to the peak luminosity described by this equation. 

This simple equation is the guide for development of the strategies 1o improve 
the luminosity of the SLC- A r + and N~ are nominally Hmiled by the PES and the c 4 

production system, •with SLC requiring peak currents of amperes. Wake fields induced 
in the accelerator structure by the head of the bunch dislort the tail of ihe bunch. 
degrading the beam emittance. Wake field effects are nonlinear in the bunch charge, 
increasing dramatically in SLC for currents above 5 x 10 ! , !. Finalh'. f lie bunch charge-
may be limited by instabilities in the damping rings, ivhirb will be discussed later 

The collision frequency fc is limited primarily by AC power distribution to the 
linac klystrons, and is essentially fixed for SLC. A strategy including raising fr for 
SLC is not foreseen. 

The 3^y are effectively the focal lengths of the final telescope before the IP 
The values of 3" are limited by the bandwidth of the final focus system, since iJi*-
energy spread within a bunch measures tenths of a percent Vitriols p.b<jrrat iotis limit 
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the value of J*, and attempts to adjust j)* to maximize luminosity can resull in 
unacceptable backgrounds in the detector. 

The piiuttances at the IP are limited by tiie damping ring performance, and by 
emittance growth caused by wake fields as tlie beams are accelerated down the linac 
and transported to the IP. Emittance growth from Hurtuations of the synchrotron 
radiation in the arcs is relatively unimportant compared to wake field effects. 

The disruption factor Ho is determined by the beam parameters, including the 
bunch length and the 0m. Disruption has not yet been observed at SLC. and no direct 
.strategy to enhance Hp is planned. 

The efficiency factor TJ, while not precisely defined, is extremely important. It in
cludes not only operational availability of machine components, but also the stability 
required to tune and maintain machine parameters. Stability, in turn, depends both 
on understanding and achieving a vast set of component tolerances, and on complex 
feedback systems that maintain machine parameters--such as orbits and energies — 
with precision that can not be achieved through realizable component tolerances. 

A convenient parameter to describe much of the machine is the specific lumi
nosity Z,v formulated in units of Zs per hour as: 

LjZafhr) 

The geil of the 1393 SLC/SLD run is (5 - 6) x 10* Zs recorded by SLD At 
the beginning of the year, the strategy was to raise JV+ and N~ to around 4 x 10"\ 
and/or reduce £v by using flat rather than round beams from the damping rings. 

Attempts to raise N+ and Ar~ were found to be limited by unstable turbulent 
bunch lengthening in the damping rings.1 This instability causes a slow sawtooth 
variation of the bunch lengths so that the bunch length at ejection into the linac is 
not predictable, and the collider becomes too unstable to operate. While the bunch 
lengthening could be controlled by a complex scheme of manipulation of the rf voltage 
of the damping ring, the effective maximum charge is (3.1 - 3.2) x 10 1 D per bunch. 
We believe that the instability is due to an impedance of the damping ring vacuum 
chambers that is too high. The cure is a new, smoother chamber with fewer shape 
transitions, and fabrication of such chambers is underway with installation planned 
for the fall of 1993. 

The approach that has been more successful in 1993 has been to increase the 
specific luminosity by decreasing £yll It is relatively simple to produce flat beams from 
the damping rings by shifting the operating point away from a coupling resonance. 
Figure 2 shows the beam size measured by wire scanners at the exit of the damping 
rings, achieving sv = sx/V}. The vertical beam size is about 50 fan. compared with a 
horizontal size of about 200 am. 
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Figure 2. The Imam size measured at the exit of tfae electron damping ring by a 
moving wire scanner. Ai this point, 0r = S3V and tv = e r / l l) . 

In contrast to production of the flat beam, preservation of the low emittance is 
challenging! The sensitivity of the bunches to wake field tails has required extensive 
detective work to uncover causes of random orbit ceviations and tht development of 
new techniques to deal with lower frequency disturbances. A few of these techniques 
will be brieSy described. 

Analysis of the time structure of linac orbit deviations,3 by sampling significant 
fractions of the orbit at 120 Hz, revealed that there were accelerator quadrupole 
transverse vibrations with a dominant frequency of about 7 Hz, with peak-to-peak 
amplitudes of order 1 /mi. These vibrations were traced to normal modes of the large 
aluminum girder tha* supports the actual accelerator structure, excited by broadband 
noise from cooling water loops. The vibrations were cured by addition of jacks and 
clamps to the support girder, eliminating the 7 Hz mode. 

The SLC has developed an extensive set of feedback systems4 that compensate 
for environmental effects ranging from diurnal temperature variations to beam orbit 
disturbances up to frequencies of tens of Hz. The feedback loops provide elegant 
ways of controlling final parameters, such as the beam energy, as well as maintaining 
optimal overlap of the two beams at the IP. Other features include stabilization 
against step changes, such as cycling and interchange of klystrons, or even isolation 
of operator tuning of one part of the machine from another. There are now about 50 
feedback systems controlling about 150 parameters operating on the SLC. 

Some of the SLC feedback systems are conceptually simple loops mediated by 
the host computer (for example, compensation of the main drive line length that fixes 
the phase of the linac klystrons), but many of the loops utilize multiple, rather pow
erful distributed computers to form Cascaded Adaptive Fast Feedback Loops. Such 
loops, for example, are used to stabilize the linac orbit, and involve large numbers of 
position monitors and fast steering dipoles. If one were to attempt to solve this pn>b-
lem with multiple independent loops, a disturbance would be multiply "corrected" 
by alt loops downstream of the source of the disturbance, not just by the loop im
mediately downstream. Cascading of the loops means that measurements made by 
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upstream loops are propagated downstream, where tlmy are combined wit!) the local 
sensor data before corrections are calculated and the steering dipules are set. An es
sential complication of this technique is the requirement of the downstream loop to 
"know" the effect of the upstream disturbance at the downstream sensor that is, the 
transfer functions all along the machine must be known. While these transfer func
tions are initially determined by modeling, the modeling accuracy is not sufficient for 
these loops to perform well. Consequently, additional adaptive software continuously 
measures and corrects the transfer functions. 

The orbit feedback loops can be used to introduce stable, deliberate bumps5 in 
the linac orbit which cancel previously generated wake field tails. An example of such 
an orbit is show? in Figure 3. 

The result of this work is illustrated in the time histories of Figure 4. Here the 
invariant emittances in X and Y of the e~ and e + are plotted for two-month peri
ods centered on the transition to Hat beams. The horizontal emittances at the end 
of t he linac are approximately the same before and aft er the t ransition, but the vertical 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account or work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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eraittances drop from (3-4) to (0.7 0.8) x l O - 5 radian meters,. These emittanees. with 
some effort, are now routinely maintained. 

The beam size at the IP is measured by observing the deflection of the beams 
as they are scanned across each other.c The deflection angle B is proportional to 

1 - e l F 
Ax 

where A T is the separation of the beams and Y? — °% + ff- ^ t n e combined beam 
size along the direction of the deflection. Typical data of such a scan is shown in 
Figure 5. The above expression is fit to the deflection data to extract ^ and Y?v-
Assuming the e~ and e + spots are of equal size. av ss 800 um and <7r ~ 2.6 fitn are 
measured. (Carbon fibers measuring 7 /im can be inserted into the beam to measure 
an individual beam size, but the fibers are both too big and 1oo fragile to be useful 
for these spot sizes and currents!) 
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The present (April ISWU) luminosity performance of SLC* is summarized in the 
time histories of Figure t>. These plots show measurements of .V *. .V . Z,\ and L over 
a period of a mouth. Z%- peaks of >5 are seen, compared to the 1992 best value of 2-8. 
Peaks of 6 to 7 are expected shortly. The actual luminosity peaks at about 40 Zn per 
hour. Figure 7 shows the complete SLC/SLD luminosity history. r b e 1991 detector 
engineering run recorded 300 unpolarized Zs. The 1992 run recorded 11.000 2» witli 
22'i? beam polarization. The 1993 run (through April) has recorded 15.000 Zs with 

average polarization A feeling for the 'animosity improvement is provided by 
rpalizatnn that a good day in 1993 records roughly twice as many 7s as in all of 

1991 

300 
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Figure 5. Plat of the deflection angle of die beams at the interaction point its a 
fuDclMin of the e+ beam position. The sum of the squared sizia. uf the bunches Ls 
calculated from a fit to these data. 
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2. Polarization Transport and Measurement 

A schematic of SLC showing the important features for operat ions wit h polarized 
€~ is shown in Figure 6. Longitudinally polarized e~ arc gejierated by the suura;7 

and accelerated to 1.2 GeV. As the electrons are bent in the linac to ring (LTR) 
transport line, the spin precesses until it is transverse in the horizontal plane A 
superconducting solenoid then rotates the spin to transverse vertical, so that it can lie 
stored in the damping ring without depolarization. Before fiat beams were introduced. 
an additional pair of spin rotation solenoids in the ring to linac (RTI') transfer line 
system and the linac were used to produce that spin orientation that would arrive 
longitudinal at the IP after going through about 70 spin rotations (about 25 nrt 
rotations) in the arc The RTL spin rotators, however, would also rotate the spatial 
distributions of the electrons, and so cannot be used with flat beams. Fortunately, a 
method of introducing deliberate orbit bumps" in the electron arc to accumulate an 
arbitrary spin rotation in both dimensions was developed. Although sensitive to small 
orbit variations and requiring new feedback loops to achieve the necessary stability. 
this system is now routinely used to produce longitudinal polarization at the IP. 

The polarization is measured by a MoUer potarimster at the end of the linar 
and by a Compton scattering polarimeter9 just downstream cf the IP. The Compton 
system is based on the difference in the e-y cross section for parallel and auti-pavalle] 
orientations of the spin of the electron and the helicity of the photon from a circularly 
polarized laser beam. A 532-nm frequency doubled YAG laser is circularly polarized 
with a Pockels cell to produce left- or right-handed photons. The light is transmit
ted by a system of polarization compensated mirrors and Ieiises to the "Comptnn 
IP." about 32 m downstream of the SLD IP. The laser beam continues through ihc 
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Figure 8. A simplified schematic of the SLC indicating those components that fea
ture in the generation, transport, and measurement of polarized electrons. 

beam line to a polarization analysis apparatus for measurement of the actual optical 
polarization. (This is an important issue, since uncertainty in the degree of optical 
polarization is the dominant contribution to the systematic error of the A^R measure
ment.) The back-scattered Compton electrons are swept out of the exiting e~ beam 
in an analyzing bend magnet. The Compton electrons are then detected in redundant 
arrays of Cerenkov and proportional tube detectors. The Cerenkov detector has nine 
channels and the proportional tube detector has 16 channels, permitting the Comp
ton edge and zero asymmetry point to be measured, and permitting a fit to the full 
Compton spectrum. The Coinpton system measures the polarization with a statist cal 
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aucuracy of 2% in a three-minute run. and is expected to have a systematic error of 
less than 27i by the end of this year. 

The measured poiarizaiion at liie Compton IP over a two-week period is indi
cated in Figure 9. Polaxizalions in the range of 60-64% are consistently achieved. The 
polarization from the PES is believed to be about 75%. Further improvements to the 
source are possible and are described by C. Prescott. l u There is a small mismatch 
between the operating energy of lite damping ring and design that results in about a 
1% polarization loss from incomplete spin rotation to the vertical. The polarizaiion 
loss in the arcs is 15-20% and is not understood. Possibilities for spin bumps that 
will minimize the depolarization are being .studied. 

3 . Upgrade Program 

Two significant machine upgrades have been approved for installation after com
pletion of this run: new damping ring vacuum chambers and optics upgrades for the 
final focus. 

-GJD 
-16 -12 - 8 - 4 0 

„ , Time (days) n m , 
Figure 9. A time history of the polarization measured fry the Compton Polarimeter 
a! the IP during a representative two week period. 

The new vacuum chambers will raise the intensity threshold for bunch length
ening so that N > 4 x 1 0 w at the IP may be achieved. In addition, the bunch length 
will be reduced, leading to further emittance reduction, and the energy spread should 
be reduced from ~* 0.39J to < 0.2%, reducing the contribution of chromatic terms to 
the spot size (significant for the vertical spot size) and reducing the depolarization 
during transport through the arc. 

The limitations of the current final focus1 1 are indicated in Figure 10 where the 
vertical and horizontal spot sizes are plotted as a function of the beam divergence an
gle. Both the linear and the actual behavior (calculated up to third order aberrations) 
are shown. The difference in vertical spot size between linear and linear plus aber
rations Ls particularly striking At the current operating point of the final focus, ihe 
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linear contribution to the horizontal spot size is 71%, with a 23% contribution from 
a chromatic term. Conversely, the dominant contribution to vertical spot size is 86% 
from a particular chromatic aberration, and only 3% from the linear contribution. 
New quadrupoles and octupoles are planned to significantly reduce this aberration, 
and new diagnostics will be added to improve tuning. These improvements should 
reduce the vertical spot size below 500 nm and bring peak ZN > 10. The history and 
expected progression of spot size reduction is iadicated in Figure 11. It is interesting 
that the spot size passed design expectations this year. 

With these spot sizes and currents, the pinch effect is calculated12 to become 
significant. Depending on the precise choice of parameters, Ho should be in the range 
1.4-1.6. 

To summarize the expected peak luminosity improvements, the damping ring 
and final focus upgrades should give 190 Zs/hr, without including the beam disruption 
enhancement. This should permit more than 2 x 10 s Zs to be recorded in a half-year 
physic* run. 
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Figure 10. Pfot shotting the expected vertical and horizontal spot sizes (s) at the 
IP as a function of the beam divergence angles. Both the linear contribution and 
the sum through third order corrections are shown. 
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Figure 11 • The history and expected progression of the SLC IP spot Kize& and iirea*. 

4. sin 
A schematic of SLD is shown in Figure 12. It is similar in scope and scale to the 

LEP detectors, but it is optimized for SLC. Iu particular, it has a 25-mm radius beam 
pipe surrounded by a CCD vertex detector, and Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detectors for 
particle identification. Its electronics are relatively simple, taking maximal advantage 
of the long time between beam pulses. 

The high polarization of SLC significantly ofisets the low luminosity of SLC 
relative to LEP in several areas of physics. The best-known measurement is the elec-
troweak polarization asymmetry ALR. The polarized forward-backward asymmetry 
provides a powerful b — b tag, which should make extremely competitive 6-mixing 
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Figure 12. Cutaway view of SLD. 

measurements possible. The pixel-based high-resolution vertex detector is significant 
in many areas of b physics. Many QCD topics are limited by theoretical uncertainties, 
and the smaller SLC/SLD Z sample does not hurt. Other QCD topics take advantage 
of the polarization. 

The first measurement of the left-right cross section asymmetry ALR in the 
production of Z bosons in e +e~ collisions was perfonned by SLD using the polarized 
electron beam from SLC in 1992. a The measured asymmetry is 

4m«» = p A LR 

where a^ and <T/J are the e + e~ production cross sections for Zs with left- and right-
handed electrons, and P is the longitudinal polarization of the electrons. In the Stan
dard Model, Am depends on the vector and axial vector couplings of the Z to the 
electron current: 

2a,vr 2jl^4sin2f#'] Am = i2 4- i r 2 l + [ l -4s in 2 r3 | / / ] 2 

In contrast, the unpolarized forward-backward asymmetries accessible to the 
LEP experiments measure the product of the Z couplings to the election and to the 
filial state fermion: 

aF - aB 3 
AFB = = 1AJA*-

The forward-backward asymmetries have rather different sensitivities to sin2 fl[£ com
pared to the left-right asymmetry. For It* = sia7^1 « 0.23. the leptonic forward-
backward symmetries Al

Fg - ^AiA* have 6Al

FB « —1.9SW. The b quark asymme
try, with different b couplings, has fiAb

F0 ^ 5.6f5H*. The left-right asymmetry has 
£ALR "* "-8r5H'. This helps make measurements of the weak mixing angle very com
petitive despite the luminosity advantage at LEP. 
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Beam Polarization. SLD 1992 and 1993 
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Figure 13. A plot of the electron polarization associated with cadi Z used in the 
ALH measurement. The first set of data with a polarization mound 'i'2% corresponds 
ic a bulk GaAs photocalhode in the electron gun. The second set corresponds to 
the introduction of a strained lattice CaAs photocatliode, and tin; step corresponds 
to an increase in the wavelength of tb<! photocaihodc illumination, 

,2 
I 2 + 7 ^ , and The precision of the A^R measurement is given by 6A2

LR = (jr) A 
for a polarization of 60% measured with 1% systematic error, the error is dominated 
by statistics until roughly 10B Zs are recorded. All final states except Bhabbas are 
used in the measurement. The measurement is robust in the sense that the badronic 
Z events are simply counted for each polarization s ta te—Am is insensitive to effects 
of absolute luminosity, detector acceptance, and detector efficiency. Of course;, the 
ALR measurement does require the absolute measurement of the polarization by the 
Compton polarimeter. 

The beam polarization for all of our data is shown in Figure 13. Here a polar
ization value is plotted for each accepted Z. The first 10 4 events at 22% polarization 
are from the 1992 data using a bulk GaAs photocathode in the source. In 1993, the 
photocatbode was replaced with one made from strained GaAs. resulting in a po
larization at the detector of approximately 55%. After the next 5.000 Zs, the laser 
wavelength illuminating the photo cathode was increased to approximately 860 nm. 
increasing the polarization to about 62%. 

Figure 14 shows the directly measured asymmetry from the 1993 data for Zs 
and for small-angle Bhabhas. The Z asymmetry is large, around 109E for the 60% 
polarized beams. The Bhabha asymmetry, extracted from the same blocks of data as 
for the Zs. is used as a check. The Bhabha asymmetry is consistent with 0. and is 
expected to be of the order 1 0 - 4 . 

The 1993 data are still being analyzed, and an Am value is not yet available. 
The 1992 data were recently published, with ALa = 0.100 ± 0044 (stat) ±0.004 
(syst). This result is based on 5,226 Zs from left-handed electrons and 4.998 Zs from 
right-handed electrons, with a luminosity weighted polarization of (22.4 iO.G)^. This 
value of ALR corresponds to sin 2 Q\{? = 0.2378 ± 0.0056{siat) ± 0.00Q5(sy,sf). 
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Figure 14. The dirfcily mt'iisurei] iLsvmnn-lrv (winirnTtcd for the actual polariza
tion value) for Zs and Elhabhas from the 1993 data. 

Figure 15 shows the expected error in the weak mixing angle determined by 
the Am measurement as a function of the number of Zs logged. Approximate time 
markers corresponding to the 1993 and 1994 data runs are shown. An ultimate er
ror around 0.0003 is expected, comparable to limits from theoretical errors on the 
radiative corrections. 

Time does not permit a discussion here of other physics analyses by SLD using 
SLC. However, brief mention of the Vertex Detector14 is appropriate sinre it takes 
full advantage of the small beam pipe possible with SLC. Figure 16 is a photograph, 
taken before final assembly, of the two hali-es of the Vertex Detector. The detector is 
built up in two layers from 64 ladders, each containing 8 CCDs with active areas of 
10 mm x 12 mm. The CCDs are arrays of pixels 20 /ran on a side, yielding fully two-
dimensional position measurements of charged particles with a resolution of about 5 
jim. The beryllium beam pipe radius is 25 ram. The performance of the system is 
characterized by an impact parameter resolution of (13© P j t ^ 3 g)yjm in the transverse 
plane and (52 $ 7° / J f l)/ijn in the plane containing the beam line. The mean beam 
position can be measured with an error of about 11 /mi. The range of physics accessible 
to SLC/SLD in the next several years is summarized in Table 1. Each topic is shown 
with the current world average and the expected precision from an SLC/SLD run of 
106 Zs with an electron polarization of 65%. 
5. Conclusions 

• SLC works at luminosities required for competitive physics. Electron polar
ization > 609J at the detector is routine. The combination of high polarization and 
reasonable luminosity makes compelling physics accessible in the major areas of pre
cision electroweak measurements, studies of heavy flavor, and QCD measurements." 

• Linear colliders are very difficult machines. In contrast to storage rings, they 
are inherently unstable, and extremely dependent on feedback systems and other con
trols ro achieve stable operation. Machine optimization is made difficult by important 
non-linear effects, such as wake fields and damping ring instabilities. In the final focus. 
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third-order optical effects dominate llu- vertical spot size. Mechanical tolerances tend 
to be very Ughi Ncverthel«>5. many significant problems appear io be resolved. The 
linat klystrons, operating at 5U MW peak power at S Band, were a significant concern 
during the design of the mat-lime, but have proved to be a very n'liable power source. 
The polanjsed electros source, which presented problems for many years, seems to 
be under control, with perhaps 1(J1^ more polarization expected in the near future. 
Positrun production, again once a significant problem, is now routine, with net yields 
of one positron out of the damping ring per electron on the positron target. 

0.01 r 

Q.GC01 

nuiri -mi]—i i Mini)—• 111na 

1000 10,000 100,000 
« . Z° Logged „„„ 

Figure 15. The expecind error in the weak mixing angle as a function of t lie number 
of rocurdetl Zs. The ocpwUsd error in tbu wimk mixing angli* as. u fuurlion uf Uie 
number of recorded Z's. The solid line correspond)) to a mean polarization of 54% 
and a 1% polarization lucasurenient error. The dashed line Ls the same polarization 
with no racasurenirtit emir. The dotted line is for polarization going from 54% to 
62% during the first 50 K events, going to £8% thereafter, all with 197 measurement 
enror. 

Figure 16. A photograph of the two hahx* of the Vertex Dcli'iinr hcfuri' final 
assemblv. 
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Table I 

A summary of the proposed SLD Physics Program. Each measurement is 
listed along with the parameters that are extracted from the measurement, 
the current value of the parameter, and the precision that is obtainable 
by SLD with a sample of 106 visible Z's with P* = 65%.' 

Measurement Parameter World Average* SLD (10 6 Z) 

ALR 

AFB 

AFB 

s i n 2 0 $ 

vT/ve 

0.2318±0.0007 

U.8J_U2J 

1-04!" •» 

0.00027 

0.08 

0.08 

T lifetime 
T charged current 

n 

ll 

K 

6 

297±3 fs 
1.25±0.23tiJJ| 

0.90±0.15 

£ 3 f s 
0.03 
0 10 
0.10 

o partial width 
c partial width 

AfB 
B lifetime 

B+/B° lifetime 
BH Mixing 

« 

Rb 

Ab 

R. 

2» 

0.22±0.003 

0.I7±0.017 

0.90±0.09 
149±6 ps 

n Q«+O i s * 0 1 H 

u.ao_ 0 is-o 12 

0.002 

0.004? 

0.02 
~ 5 ps 
-0 .05 

/ B S / 4 . 2 

O l i , 

Havor Lnd of a, 

Q/, assoc. mult. 
ir 

g —*• qq vertex 
g/q color charges 

leading baryon pol. 
tet-handedness 

non-leading baryon Vt 

leading particle effects 

aa(b)/a,{udscb) 

a3{c)/as(udscb) 

rib 

r = r 4 Q i 1 / r 2 Q ) . 

P A 

1.01 ± 0 0 4 

23.1±19 

1.27±0.04 

MJ.01 
~0.01 

~0.2 
- 0 . 2 

~ 0.05 • r 
0.01 
~0.1 

$0,002 
~0.01 
0.15 

' The world averages quoted here are dominated largely by recent LEP results which 
are based on a sample of 3 5 million events. It is expech-d that this sample will at least 
double in the next few years. The precisions quoted here will improve by the square 
roor of this factor unless limited by systematic unrertainturs. 
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